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Santos Heavy duty Coffee shop Grinder to Grind Coffee in Bags. Average output: 80kg/h 63
CK822
1.5kW, Variable Grind 120kg/hr. Average output: 80kg/h 63   View Product 

 Code : CK822

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£6,350.83

£4,233.88 / exc vat
£5,080.66 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3-4 Weeks Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The ideal heavy duty coffee grinder for
establishments which distribute large quantities of
ground coffee, the Santos 63 Coffee Shop Grinder is
able to quickly and reliably grind up to 120 kg of
coffee into bags every hour.

Able to produce all types of grind, from extra fine to extra
coarse, the Santos 63 can even consistently produce the
extra fine Turkish Coffee or Bosnian Coffee grind.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 677 279 329

Cm 67.7 27.9 32.9

Inches
(approx)

26 10 12

 65 dBA

 Extra fine to Extra Coarse grinding

 Bag holder accepts bags from 250g to 1kg

 Vibrating plate: for a better distribution of ground

coffee into the bag

 Output: up to 120 Kg / hour

 Please note this item exceeds 30kg and as such our

carrier may require assistance at point of delivery
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